Practice Chinese, Meet People, Make Friends, and More…

Chinese Corner

欢迎参加 UTD 孔子学院中文角活动！

Confucius Institute cordially invites all Chinese learners to attend our Chinese Corner activities. In a friendly supportive atmosphere, you will practice Chinese, meet new people, make friends and have fun! Or just bring your questions about Chinese learning and phrases you are working on, our native-Chinese speaking volunteers will help you find the answers and solutions.

Come as you please, mix, mingle and practice! We meet on these dates:
8/26, 9/9, 9/23, 10/7, 10/21, 11/4, 11/18, 12/2

Time: 7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Venue: Chinese Culture Experience Corner (Lobby of the 4th Floor, JO)
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